Yamaha 360 enduro

From an Arai press release. Arai Helmet, Inc. Many roadracing champions will tell you that
training in the dirt has helped them immensely in becoming the best rider they can be. The
drastically reduced grip in the dirt makes a rider feel more comfortable on the street when one
or both tires start slipping. Yamaha fans expecting to hear big news from the Tuning Fork brand
at Intermot may be a bit disappointed the Cologne show only brought us a refreshed XJR, the
MT Moto Cage stunt variant and a futuristic three-wheeled concept model. Following the
success of its MT platform, Yamaha says it will continue to develop new models based on
shared platforms, allowing for a choice of multiple models while reducing overall costs. This
just in from the Yamaha Champions Riding School. These filters are distributed to the U.
Yamaha Enduro Motorcycles. Bike has been restored. Runs just like it did in Clean title but
actual mileage cannot be verified. Basically a southern California "barn find", I bought this at an
estate sale intending to sell it off in parts but thought perhaps it is nice enough and rare enough
for someone to want to save it instead. Believed to be from the original owner who passed away
several years ago, the bike was last registered in California for the year Numbers matching, RT
Engine turns over freely, has strong compression. Tires hold air. All cables move smoothly, all
levers function properly. Clutch pulls easily. Throttle slide moves and returns. Bike rolls well,
front and rear brakes each operate correctly. There is no battery, and the key is missing. Gas
tank is dirty inside, will need cleaning and most likely sealing. Speedometer displays
approximately 2, miles. No attempt has been made to put gas in and start it up as it should
receive at least a basic servicing first. This could be a project, what you see is what I have,
appears to be a good candidate for restoration. The title has been long lost, but I will provide a
bill of sale and can notarize as well if necessary. All Rights Reserved. Designated trademarks
and brands are the property of their respective owners. Max torque was Claimed horsepower
was The Yamaha DTA was a single cylinder cc dual-purpose street and trail motorcycle sold
under the Enduro-model family produced by Yamaha in In fact was the first and only year of the
DTA and also the final year of the production c. Model year saw the introduction of the very
successful DT The Enduro series was originally introduced in the third model year of the wildly
successful Enduro line in with the RT1. Yamaha also rolled out a motocross only version as well
called the RT1M which came with knobby tires on the front and rear, high rise front fender, a
high performance upswept expansion chamber tuned exhaust pipe, different front and rear
sprockets geared for racing, a close ratio 5-speed transmission, number plate sans headlight,
tailight, keyed ignition switch, tach and speedometer. In the DTA received a new frame design
with higher ground clearance, longer fork and rear cushion shock travel, relocated foot pegs, a
longer wheelbase and numerous other improvements most all of which were gleaned from
lessons learned by Yamaha's seasoned race teams. The Yamaha DT had adequate ground
clearance, raised rear and front fenders, cross braced handle bars, a raised and tucked exhaust
system, however the rear utility rack was offered as an option on all of the Enduro models
including the DTA. It came with a 3. Stopping was achieved via Drum in the front and a Drum in
the rear. The front suspension was a Telescopic forks while the rear was equipped with a Dual
shocks. The wheelbase was The DTA has a new frame longer and heavier than that of old
enduro. This bike can go 10 to 15 24 Km 15 mph faster than last year enduro with less rider
effort. From CycleChaos. Western Power Sports. This motorcycle , scooter , or moped -related
article is a stub. You can help Cycle Chaos by expanding it. Contact User:Budlight if you need
help. List of Yamaha motorcycles. Categories : Enduro motorcycles Motorcycle stubs Yamaha
motorcycles s motorcycles Off-road motorcycles cc displacement motorcycles cc 2-stroke
motorcycles Enduro-style motorcycles Single cylinder motorcycles Single cylinder 2-stroke
motorcycles 2-stroke motorcycles Reed Inlet Valve motorcycles. Namespaces Page Discussion.
Views Read Edit View history. This page was last edited on 23 November , at Yamalube 10w
Service Manual. Excellent condition. I am the 2nd owner. Bought the bike with 9, miles. Have
been enjoying it while cleaning it up. Make Yamaha. Model Ready to ride, excellent condition.
Less than 6k miles. Light restoration updated with new Tires, cables, seat, fork seals, battery,
rebuilt carb, gas tank paint, brakes, inspection. Spring is here and it's time to ride! This Yamaha
is being sold with a clean Pa. Also, this bike qualifies for Vintage Motocross racing. Its Been
well taken care of all its life. Great unfaded original paint with no dents, chrome shines. Starts
right up, ready to ride or add to your collection. Delivery available. Ready to show. A complete
restoration was done on this bike and it is better than new. Any piece that was not up to
standards was replaced with genuine Yamaha NOS parts. Literally everything in this bike is
new. A video of this bike can be seen on youtube. Engine has great compression. I added
compression release so you don't break your foot. The bike was started and run and driven 10
days ago. Crank sounds a little dry from sitting but remember this is a resotration project of a
41 year old bike that is very good condition. Motocross handlebars and grips not stock New
battery, carb rebuilt, new seat cover installed, new air filter, fuel filter installed. Very clean with

virtually no rust. Fuel tank, fork ears and oil tank paint is original and in good shape. Bike has
off road sticker and dealer sticker from Missouri. I bought the bike about a year ago from last
owner in California and was told the original motor was bad and the bike has been sitting for
over a year. I cleaned it up and had a mechanic get it running and now it is time to sell. Mileage
on speedo says under miles which I have no idea if it is accurate. Bike has no title-bill of sale
only. If your looking to restore one of these powerful 73 Yam 's this one is a great start since it
is so clean and some of the work has been done. This bike is sold as is with no warranty. For
Just that same Reason But, I have not spent any time to figure out if the lights are working etc.
Booth At This Show Alone!!!! Included with This Wonderful Bike If you just want to Vintage
Race this bike Again, YES! DMV "Transfer of Ownership" is all you will need. To my eye I think
She looks Great! Also, brake levers etc etc are still in overall Nice Condition! Make No Mistake
this Baby Think About it , if You pass this Baby Up ALL Negotiable Funds must be received
within 3 days of close of auction. You will be in default of this auction. Seller reserves the right
to the close of this auction at his discretion prior to the end of this auction. Like all real auctions
all sales are final. Like most any used item terms of sale are of course, AS IS with no implied or
expressed warranties. All forms of payment must be Proven "Cleared" by my bank before this
Wonderful Bike can leave my homes garage. Hi, Everyone I Have had a lot of emails this
morning asking me about Shipping Quotes I would get as many Quotes as possible Otherwise,
you will pay Way Too Much I would try Uship. To do this properly, Get as Many Competitive
Rates as you can so you will know when a fair rate presents it'self You need to get the quotes
yourself IE you will need to get your own quotes for shipping, I believe ebay my have a shipping
service for vehicles Leave this area to go to the Entire rest of the Country Please feel free to
contact me if you have any questions. Please email us. Nice old bike, has been in barn for 15
years, has clean oil, not frozen up, no key, have not tried to start it, would not know how. Pickup
only, zip code is Please call me at for further questions. Model YZFX. Available from November
WE will get you riding today!! Some Tote-the-note and in house options available also. We are
open 5 days a week. Tues-Fri Sat and recognize most major holidays. Model YZX. Model YZ.
Believe it or not Just to give you some Perspective on how little use this bike has experienced
DMV "Bill of Sale" is all you will need. If for some reason.. Forest Green sticker is not required if
you live out of state etc etc etc. Concourse bike etc etc etc.. Rapidly Harder and Harder to find I
feel.. I have Owned!!!! She has been in dry storage in a Nice Dry Garage for the last couple of
Decades approx. Quint Essential Dirt Racing Movie Most Importantly I think as Good as She
looks So this baby is Ready to Go have some Fun with! Think About it if You pass this Beauty
Up Her Excellent Balance of this Wonderful Bike.. Trust Me Where will you find a Better
one????? Also, brake levers etc etc are still in Very Nice Condition! Model XS. I have a very nice
example of a TX XS cafe racer for sale with 14, original miles. I put a lot of work and money into
this bike over the summer, and she is running like a champ. Tons of torque and I've been told
multiple times by friends that this was the fastest XS they've ridden. All mechanical work was
professionally done by Rob Ghislain of Dinosaur Four, a specialist in vintage Japanese
motorcycles. Idols strong, shifts smooth, a true blast to ride. This bike get tons of attention and
complements everywhere I go. But unfortunately I must sell due to financial reasons. Local
pickup in Chicago, IL only. You drop it, you buy it. More photos coming soon. This
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bike get tons of attention and complements everywhere it goes. The only reason I am selling is
because it is way too small for me, and I have since bought another bike and currently cannot
afford to have both. I am open to reasonable offers, but please no low-balling. Local pick-up
only in Chicago, IL. I also have this bike listed locally and will end the listing early if sold
outside of eBay. YZ-bred advanced aluminum frame, push-button start, and digital enduro race
computer with speedometer, clock, and tripmeter. WRF is also green sticker approved from
California. Payson, AZ. Hollywood, FL. Huntington Beach, CA. Davis, CA. Cripple Creek, CO.
Rock Springs, WY. Lyles, TN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale
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